We present an open quantum system theory of atom interferometers evolving in the quantized electromagnetic field bounded by an ideal conductor. Our treatment reveals an unprecedented feature of matter-wave propagation, namely the appearance of a non-local double-path phase coherence. In the standard interpretation of interferometers, one associates well-defined separate phases to individual paths. Our non-local phase coherence is instead associated to pairs of paths. It arises from the coarse-graining over the quantized electromagnetic field and internal atomic degrees of freedom, which play the role of a common reservoir for the pair of paths and lead to a non-Hamiltonian evolution of the atomic waves. We develop a diagrammatic interpretation and estimate the non-local phase for realistic experimental parameters.
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Atom interferometry [1] has become a field of great importance for both basic and applied science, enabling, in particular, the realization of extremely accurate inertial sensors [2, 3] . With the advent of the coherent atomic waves guided on chips [4] , the investigation of atom-surface interactions has become a frontier for such systems. Already, atom interferometers have been used to probe the van der Waals regime [5] . This experimental effort calls for a complete theory of atom interferometers in the presence of quantum fluctuations of the electromagnetic (EM) field.
In this letter, we layout such theory for a beam of neutral atoms and find an unusual new concept in interferometry: a non-local phase associated to pairs of paths rather than to individual ones. First, we present a theory of atomic phase-shifts taking the effect of field and atomic dipole fluctuations separately over each interferometer arm. This method already contains novel dynamical corrections, which cannot be obtained by standard techniques suitable for atoms driven by conservative forces. However, it neglects quantum correlations, mediated by the field, between the atomic wave-packets evolving along the separate arms. In order to capture this effect, we develop a theory of atom interferometers based on the influence functional method [6] , which allows us to derive the non-Hamiltonian evolution of the external atomic observables after coarse-graining over the quantized electromagnetic field and internal atomic (dipole) degrees of freedom. A non-local phase shift arises as a consequence of the finite correlation time of dipole fluctuations interacting across a pair of interferometer paths. It is absent in the standard Hamiltonian treatment of matter-wave dynamics with conservative forces, which shows that the effect of quantum vacuum and zero-point dipole fluctuations on atomic waves cannot be understood as an effective potential.
The influence functional method also allows one to consider the decoherence effect [7] , another important consequence of the non-unitary nature of the matter-wave dynamics. However, in this letter we focus on the non-local real phase shifts beyond the expected loss of contrast in the fringe pattern. Phase shifts induced by the environment were also considered in the context of geometrical phases for spin one-half systems [8] .
We consider the Mach-Zehnder atom interferometer depicted in Fig. 1(a) , with two arms sharing the same origin, and followed by atoms flying above a metallic plate between the instants t = 0 and t = T . One of the arms is parallel to the plate, and the other has a velocity component v ⊥ perpendicular to the plate. We assume that the atomic motion is non-relativistic. For the typical atomic velocities used in van der Waals experiments [5] , the deflection of the average trajectory due to the van der Waals force is negligible. The considered initial time is immediately after the first atomic beam-splitter: the initial external atomic quantum state is taken as a coherent superposition of two dilute Gaussian wave-packets of common average position r 0 and different average momenta p 0k for k = 1, 2. Here we focus on the effect of the plate, and thus calculate the phase accumulated between t = 0 and t = T.
Within the standard formalism of atom interferometers, the external atomic observables, namely the centerof-mass positionr a and momentump, are supposed to evolve according to the HamiltonianĤ E =p 2 2m + V (r a ). V (r) is a quadratic and separable potential, and m is the atomic mass. The internal atomic degrees of freedom (d.o.f.), initially in the ground state, follow a general HamiltonianĤ D . The ABCD theorem for atomic waves [9] then shows that dilute Gaussian atomic wave-packets acquire a phase proportional to the action S(r 0 , p 0 , t) along the classical trajectory:
. Extensions for interacting samples [10] in the paraxial approximation [11] have been recently developed.
arXiv:1207.5059v4 [cond-mat.quant-gas] 3 Apr 2013 Here we go beyond the standard ABCD approach by taking into account quantum dipole and EM fluctuations. We first describe the effect of the quantum EM field within a local description of the interferometer. We consider the full HamiltonianĤ =Ĥ E +Ĥ D +Ĥ F +Ĥ AF with the field HamiltonianĤ F = λ ω λ â † λâ λ + 1/2 given as a sum over normal modes λ (frequency ω λ , annihilation and creation operatorsâ λ andâ † λ ). The interaction Hamiltonian in the electric dipole approximation isĤ AF = −d ·Ê(r a ) (d = dipole operator). We assign to each interferometer path k a phase corresponding to the average dipole interaction energy for the Gaussian atomic packet following this prescribed path, i.e. φ
To derive this phase, we use linear response theory and treat the dipole interaction Hamiltonian H AF as a perturbation [12] . The phase is thus calculated to first order in the atomic polarizability. Our results hold as long as the atom-surface distance is much larger than the typical atomic size, a condition also necessary for the validity of the electric dipole approximation.
The phase φ (k)
loc is then expressed as a propagation integral involving two contributions, namely the response of the atomic dipole to the on-atom electric field fluctuations and the response of the on-atom electric field to the dipole fluctuations. The fluctuations of the dipole and electric field are captured by Hadamard Green's functions, whereas the susceptibilities (polarizability for the atom) correspond to retarded Green's functions [13] . The retarded (R) and Hadamard (H) Green's functions read, respectively,
with the operatorÔ =d,Ê, whereÔ f corresponds to the free-evolving Heisenberg operator, and with the Cartesian indices i, j = 1, 2, 3. θ(t − t ) denotes the Heaviside step function. For the dipole operatorÔ =d, the arguments of the Green's functions are two instants (x, x ) ≡ (t, t ). For the electric field operatorÔ =Ê, these arguments are two four-vectors (x, x ) ≡ (r, t; r , t ). By isotropy of the free-evolving dipole operators, we have G
Consequently, only the trace of the electric field Green's functions with respect to their tensorial components, noted from now on G
, shall contribute to the effects discussed hereafter.
We assume that the width of the atomic wave-packet is small compared to the relevant EM field wavelengths, which allows us to replace the on-atom electric field operator at a given time by the electric field evaluated at the corresponding average atomic position r k (t) on the considered path k. One can then write the local Casimir phase as:
with the four-vectors r k (t) ≡ (r k (t), t). The first term in (3) represents the contribution of dipole fluctuations modifying the on-atom electric field (radiation reaction). The second term accounts for the polarization of the atom by EM field fluctuations since the retarded dipole Green's function G R d
(t, t ) represents the atomic linear polarizability in the time domain.
We derive the electric field Green's functions defined by Eqs. (1)- (2) by taking the full normal mode decomposition of the electric field operator in the presence of a planar perfect conductor placed at z = 0. The Hadamard Green's function can be obtained from the retarded one thanks to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, thus we focus on the latter. This function can be written as the sum of free-space and scattering contributions G
(x, x ) depending on the time difference τ = t−t and on the positions (r, r ). Our result for the free-space contribution G R,0 E (x, x ) depends only on the relative distance |r−r | and is consistent with known expressions for the electric field commutators [14] . The scattering contribution G R,Ŝ E (x, x ) depends on the propagation distance |R I | = |r − r I | between the point r and the image r I of the source point r with respect to the plate:
As an independent check, we evaluate the local phase given by (3) for the two paths shown in Fig. 1(a) . For the path k = 1 parallel to the plate, we find, in agreement with the ABCD approach, the van der Waals phase φ [15] , beyond the plain ABCD integration of the van der Waals potential taken at the instantaneous position along the classical trajectory, particularly in the case of a time-dependent atom-surface distance as in the trajectory r 2 (t) shown in Fig. 1(a) , for which (3) and (4) lead to a dynamical correction proportional to v ⊥ /c.
We now turn to a rigorous computation of the phase with the influence functional method [6] , which allows us to capture non-local effects. The monitoring of only a subset of the d.o.f.s -the external atomic motion -calls for a partial trace (or coarse-graining) over the EM field and dipole moment. The time evolution of the reduced density matrix for the external atomic d.o.f. is obtained from closed time path (CTP) integrals [16] . Such path integrals involve simultaneously forward and backward histories of the system. The coarse-graining over the environment d.o.f.s yields an influence functional connecting these two histories, which will be associated to a pair of interferometer paths. The influence of the environment onto the external atomic waves, captured by the influence functional, is at the origin of a path entanglement inducing the double-path phase discussed below.
First, we specify the actions for the considered quan-
dt d 3 r and the four-vector r a (t) ≡ (r a (t), t). We have introduced the differential operator κ iµ = ∂ i η 0µ − ∂ 0 η iµ (η µν is the Minkowski metric with mostly plus signature) relating the electric field to the vector potential A µ by contraction: where r a and r a refer to forward and backward histories, respectively. We use the compact notation for the CTP integral over a generic d.o.f. X
with ρ(0) the initial density matrix.
At this level, the influence action S IF [r a , r a ] fully accounts for the effects of the field and the internal atomic dynamics on the external atomic d.o.f.. As in the derivation of the local phase, we now assume that the wavepackets propagating along the two interferometer arms are very narrow. The final density matrix ρ(T ) then contains four sharp peaks in the region (r a , r a ) centered around the classical positions (r k (T ), r l (T )) for k, l = 1, 2. The desired phase shift is obtained from the off-diagonal density matrix elements (i.e. k = l). The main contribution to the path integral comes from the paths in the vicinity of the two stationary paths. Thus, the phase difference due to quantum fluctuations can be evaluated on the classical paths by taking the real part of the influence action
(whereas the imaginary part represents the decoherence due to the plate [7] ). Note that the influence action S IF [r 1 , r 2 ] depends in general on the entire paths followed from t = 0 to t = T, and not only on the end-points.
Let us detail the procedure to obtain the influence action in the spirit of previous derivations of nonequilibrium forces mediated by a quantum field [15, 18] . First, we define an intermediate influence action
, r a , r a ] corresponding to the trace over the EM field alone:
This CTP integral over the vector potential linearly coupled to an external current yields
Taking standard conventions, we have introduced the semi-sum To obtain the desired influence action S IF [r a , r a ] , we average the EM influence functional given by Eqs. (7, 8) [15] . In order to express the influence action in terms of EM and dipole correlation functions, we expand the currents J µ± in Eq. (8) and integrate over the spatial coordinates. The influence action receives a single-path (SP) and a double-path (DP) contribution, i.e.
The plain and time-ordered correlations of a free-evolving dipole are defined as
To evaluate the SP influence phase φ
, we note that both electric field Green's functions are real and use the general relations Re g
loc , namely the SP influence phase coincides exactly with the local phase given by Eq. (3). Thus, we recover the standard ABCD van der Waals (Casimir-Polder for long distances) phase for long interaction times in the case of a constant atom-surface distance.
On the other hand, the presence of a non-local doublepath phase φ respectively. Since the free-space DP phase φ DP 0 is much smaller and independent of the distance z 0 , we focus on the scattering DP phase φ DP S capturing the plate influence:
The phase given by Eq. (11) appears as the difference between the propagation integrals connecting the two separate arms, which correspond to the Feynmanlike diagrams (b)-(c) in Fig. 1 . Each diagram represents the propagation from the retarded image four-position r Ik (t ) to the advanced four-position r l (t) corresponding to the other arm (l = k) and with t > t . They express the electromagnetic interaction between the fluctuating dipoles of two coherent components corresponding to the quantum state of a single atom.
In order to analyze these diagrams in more detail, we assume that the two arms in Fig. 1 share the same velocity component v parallel to the plate during the time interval T : r 1 (t) = v tx + z 0ẑ and r 2 (t) = v tx + (z 0 + v ⊥ t)ẑ. Let us first discuss the diagram (b). Since the propagation time τ = t − t = |r 1 (t) − r I2 (t )|/c is constrained by the speed of light [see Eq. (4)], the wavepacket on the advanced arm 1 moves ahead of the image of the wave-packet on arm 2 during the interval τ. Likewise, the wave-packet on arm 2 moves ahead of the image of arm 1 in diagram (c). In the non-relativistic limit, τ is the same for both diagrams, and so is the displacement parallel to the plate during τ. However, the distance |r 2 (t) − r I1 (t )| (c) is larger than |r 1 (t) − r I2 (t )| (b) because the wave-packet in arm 2 is moving away from the surface. Since the retarded Green's function decreases as a function of distance, diagram (b) corresponds to a stronger cross-talk between the quantum dipole fluctuations, leading to a positive phase φ DP S in Eq. (11) . Thus, the DP phase is essentially a signature of the asymmetry between diagrams (b) and (c), which is brought into play by the combination of two properties:
• The finite speed of the propagation. Note that φ DP S vanishes when c → ∞. In fact, t → t leads to an exact cancelation between the two diagrams since |r 2 (t) − r I1 (t)| = |r 1 (t) − r I2 (t)| (this limit corresponds to vertical purple lines in Figs 1b and 1c ).
• The large memory time of dipole fluctuations. If the dipole correlation times were shorter than z 0 /c, each separate diagram contribution would be suppressed after multiplying by g t ,t in Eq. (11) . In other words, the dipole memory time should be sufficiently large to enable the electromagnetic crosstalk between one arm and the image of the other arm. More generally, very short-living fluctuations lead to a coarse-grained evolution with no coupling between forward and backward histories of the system. Our double-path phase is precisely the sig-nature of such a coupling for the atomic center-ofmass evolution.
According to our convention, positive values for the double-path phase φ DP S have the same interferometric effect of a standard local phase on arm 1 larger than on arm 2. For the paths shown in Fig. 1 , φ DP S adds to the van der Waals local phase difference since arm 1 is closer to the plate than arm 2. However, the sign of φ DP S is not determined by which path is closer (in average) to the plate, but rather by which path is moving away/towards the plate. For instance, φ DP S would be negative if path 2 were moving towards the plate.
In order to derive simple analytical results, we model the internal atomic d.o.f. as an harmonic oscillator with a transition frequency ω 0 . The dipole correlation function is then proportional to the static atomic polarizability α(0) : g t,t = 1 2 α(0)ω 0 e −iω0(t−t ) (the frequency dependent polarizability α(ω) is the Fourier transform of the dipole retarded Green's function , t ) ). In the short-distance limit z 0 , v ⊥ T λ 0 , Eq. (11) leads to
where λ 0 = 2πc/ω 0 is the transition wavelength. For a long path separation, i.e. z 0 v ⊥ T λ 0 , the DP phase saturates to a maximal value independent of v ⊥ T. We compute the saturation value for 87 Rb atoms, with the static polarizability α Rb (0)/(4π 0 ) = 4.72×10 −29 m 3 . The dominant contribution to the ground state dipole fluctuations comes from the 5s 1/2 − 5p 1/2 and 5s 1/2 − 5p 3/2 transitions, with wavelengths close to λ 0 0.79 µm (they correspond to large dipole transition matrix elements). We take z 0 = 20 nm similar to the distance used in the experiments of Ref. [5] . Such parameters yield a DP phase of φ DP if = 3.5 × 10 −7 rad, hence beyond the sensitivity given by the state of the art atom interferometers but still larger than systematic phases considered in atom gravimeters [3] . This DP phase can be compared with the standard vdW phase φ (2) vdW obtained by integration of the potential V vdW (z) = − ω 0 α(0)/(32π 0 z 3 ) along the path 2. The latter is inversely proportional to the normal velocity v ⊥ and reads φ In the considered limit φ DP if 6(v ⊥ /c)φ (2) vdW , showing that the non-local DP phase is a first-order relativistic correction to the standard vdW phase, in agreement with our discussion about the role of the finite value of c. This explains why the DP phase discussed here is several orders of magnitude smaller than the typical vdW phase φ vdW ∼ 0.2 rad measured in Refs. [5] . It is actually hard to isolate the non-local DP phase from the much larger standard vdW phase in the atom interferometer discussed here. Other interferometer setups better suited for that purpose remain to be investigated.
To conclude, we have developed an open quantum system theory of atom interferometers, predicting non-local double-path phase shifts in the propagation of atomic waves. We have shown that the standard atom-optics approach catches only the local phase shifts, which correspond to the single-path terms obtained with the influence functional method. The atomic center-of-mass is coupled to dipole and EM fluctuations which play the role of a common environment for the two wavepackets propagating in the interferometer. The coherence of matter waves and large dipole memory times allow for cross-talks between the dipole fluctuations on each arm, leading to the non-local DP phase. We have developed a diagrammatic picture of this one-particle quantum interference effect, which can be interpreted as an asymmetry between diagrams involving simultaneous atomic propagation on distinct paths. The finite speed of light allows quantum fluctuations to probe this asymmetry. Thus, the DP phase can be interpreted as a dynamical relativistic correction. We have shown that the DP phase shift compares to systematics considered for accurate atom interferometers. Our approach can be extended to multiple-path atom interferometers by considering pairs of paths.This is to our knowledge the first evidence of a non-local phase coherence in atom optics.
